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(…Continued previously) 
We must also know that seeking 
knowledge or getting engaged in seeking 
knowledge is also an act (amal) & a good 
deed or virtue (ibadat or naiki) just like 
other deeds like salat, som (roza), zakat.. 
etc. So excluding it from the list of acts is 
wrong.  
Seeking knowledge has several other 
benefits as follows. 
1) There are several matters which 
are not related to actions (amaal) rather 
they are linked with faith (eeman) and 
concepts (aqaid). So ignorance may 
deprive a person from his true faith and 
may also damage his concepts.   
2) If a person has got the knowledge, 
he may act upon it any time in his life and 
whenever he wants but if he is ignorant or 
he does not seek knowledge, he can’t act 
for a good deed, even if he wants to do. 



3) Seeking of knowledge helps a 
person to act timely which means seeking 
of knowledge has a priority over action.  
4) Knowledge enables a person to 
identify sins or bad deeds (gunnah) and 
then refrain from such sins and repent 
(tobah) accordingly but ignorance 
prevents him to identify   sins or repent, 
thus if he dies with lot of sins, it can be a 
big loss for him. Knowledge (ilm) is like 
light which helps a person to see in dark 
and it makes his journey easier and safe.  
5) Knowledge protects a person from 
the misguidance of the devil (shaitaan) 
and helps him accumulate so many good 
deeds (naikian), whereas, ignorance 
exposes a person to devil’s attacks & 
prevents him to act on good deeds. 
 

There was a mistake in our previous installment. 
Please correct it .In the second sentense it was 
(Whereas, in reality, acting upon the knowledge of 
good deeds (amal or naiki) is not obligatory (farz) 
but seeking of knowledge is obligatory for every 
Muslim.) While in fact this sentence after correcting 
is …(Whear as in reality, acting upon the knowledge 
of good deeds (amal or naiki) is not obligatory (farz) 
because of its knowledge but acting upon is itself 
necessary)…..(please consider it correctly) 
abrarhussain_satti@yahoo.com 


